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Lindsay Pattison: "My next role? My boss's job" 

 
"You should recruit people to replace yourself". The CEO of Maxus UK talks about 

ambition, swimming and finding your mini-me 

 
"Ask for forgiveness, not permission" says Lindsay Pattison.  

I am late for my interview with Lindsay Pattison, CEO of Maxus UK, the British branch 

of Maxus, a global media company. When I finally bowl through the door, bright red and 

puffing from a sprint up Theobald's Road, begging forgiveness for my time-keeping, I 

could not be further away from Pattinson's very focused composure. 

She is immaculate, perfectly prepped for the interview – a file of quotes and possible 

answers in front of her – and only slightly irritated by my lateness. It is very easy to see 

why Maxus UK has grown so fast since she joined it in 2009 (it is five times the size), she 

is a woman with a plan and she is sticking to it. 

"I do like to be in control," she admits, "and I do like leading from the front." 

However, in the last few years she has had to juggle being CEO of Maxus UK with being 

CSO of the Maxus group and she says that it has been a steep learning curve. Not only has 

she had to gain the trust of other Maxus CEOs around the world but she has also had to 

learn to let her UK team take some of the control away from her. 

"I had a good leadership team [in the UK] so really all I needed to do was strengthen that 

team so that I'd feel more comfortable and confident about spending less time with them. 
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I'm still based here but what you learn in leadership is that you have to be able to trust the 

people below you. Every so often I'd keep checking that everyone was OK and everyone 

would say, 'We're fine, just leave us alone.' But still I'd be checking, 'Are you sure you 

don't need me?' and they're saying, 'No, no we're fine.'" 

It is clear that while giving up that control has not always been easy, she is very proud of 

the team she has brought together. She talks about enjoying being a generalist and being 

able to turn to the specialists in her team and learn from them, as well as looking out for 

talent that she can develop. 

"Charlotte Beers, the first ever female worldwide CEO of an advertising agency, says, 'so 

many CEOs are impeccably logical that they don't lift your heart'. You need to ask why 

would anyone want to be led by you or inspired by you? One of the things that women 

bring to the forefront is an added emotional intelligence and intuition, people want you to 

believe in them and understand them so just being logical and rational doesn't really 

work". 

She jokes that there is at least one "mini-me in the team, and of course I really like them" 

but what she is really looking for is attitude, people with passion, ambition and an 

entrepreneurial spirit, future leaders. 

It is rare to find people who are completely honest about their plans but when I ask 

Pattinson what her next move is she only pauses for a second before answering. 

"It depends on whether my boss is reading this but yes, my boss's job – CEO of Maxus 

Global. I think you should recruit people to replace yourself and I think people that I work 

with would expect me to want the next job. Be clear on what you want, so cultivate a 

relationship with your boss's boss, and your boss's boss's boss. If you just tell your boss 

[about work you've done and any achievements] he might not tell anyone." 

This drive and determination is clearly how she's got to where she is now, is it something 

that she thinks she was born with or has she learned it along the way? 

"I was on this brilliant leadership course two years ago, it's called the X-Factor and it's run 

by Charlotte Beers. Out of the eight women on the course, four of us were competitive 

swimmers. And four of us also came from large families (of four or more kids), so I do 

wonder whether there's something in that. When I was trying to figure out my leadership 

style I asked people I worked with but I also asked my sisters and mum and I do think in 

my case, growing up as the youngest of four really cultivated competitiveness. As the 

youngest I was always having to shout a bit louder, be really annoying. Plus I got away 

with murder because everyone else already had got through the barriers." 

Despite her success she's aware of how difficult it can be for women in the advertising 

industry and the barriers that they face. 

"I do think advertising is one of the best industries for women. I grew up surrounded by 

strong female leaders and there are still loads now. However, I do see a lot of people 

making career choices outside of advertising, mainly due to the hours and commitment. 
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It's not just long working hours it's often anti-social working hours, if you've got a family 

that can be tough. This week for example, I'm here all week and then out four nights. I 

don't have children which makes it easier but even still, how do you balance that? 

Most successful mums I know have a stay-at-home dad or they have an amazing nanny. I 

think if you're uber-organised you can make it work but the government needs to take 

more responsibility for providing adequate childcare. It costs a fortune for women to feel 

comfortable leaving their kids. 

"There's also a societal point which is that women are still expected to be the main care 

giver. So we had a guy here who had a baby and his wife took some time off. She went 

back to work quite quickly but then she got pregnant with twins. She was more career 

orientated and the bigger earner so they took the decision for him to give up work and 

become a full time dad but it's still a rarity." 

If she wasn't in advertising, what would she be doing? 

"I always think I should have a brilliant idea for an online business, so I go on holiday 

planning to spend an hour a day thinking of this brilliant idea and I never do. I come home 

and think, 'Bugger, I didn't come up with Twitter.' In truth I'm not an entrepreneur, I'm an 

intrepreneur because I find the networking and navigating opportunities the most 

exciting." 

Her advice for other women? "Ask for forgiveness, not permission. 

 
 


